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Feature

TLC Underground
CAVING GOES TO COLLEGE
"Underground" was the title of a January interim course at Texas Lutheran College, Seguin,
with the intent of developing understanding of
kerst regions such as the Edwards Plateau. Study
and field experiences emphasized ecological concerns.
Enrollment was limited to fifteen students
who were carefully screened by (a) personal interview with the professor to explore their attitudes
and expectations, and (b) requirement of written
acceptance by the student of NSS standards for
all field experiences. Of the thirteen men, i;wo
women admitted, a few had never been in any
caves.
Course procedures included on-campus
lectures on topics such as the development of
karst regions, ecological considerations in relation
to the aquifer, geological and chemical aspects of
cave formation, and cave paleontology (illustrated
by a visit to the Friesenhahn Cave display currently
in the Texas Memorial Museum and observation of
the fossils of Inner Space.) Mrs. Sibyl Lightfoot
of St. Mary's University Geology Department was
a guest lecturer who shared some fine slides produced by her students. Slide-lectures from NSS
("Caving Techniques", "Cave Biology", "The
Devil 's Icebox") were presented as well as the film,
"The Edwards Story", from the Edwards Underground Water District. Another guest lecturer,
Prof. Bernard Baumbach of TLC, demonstrated
techniques for cave photography.
Commercial cave tours, led by the owner,
were made in Natural Bridge, Cascade, and Century
(the latter by flashlight and carbide). A class
member, Gary Riske, experienced former guide
at Inner Space, led the leisurely tour there.
Brehmer-Heidrich Cave No. 1 (Comal County) was
the elementary introduction to a "wild" cave with
Stephanie Stahl Taylor as guide.
The development of some caving techniques
came under the able guidance of Chuck Stuehm and
Glenn Darilek. Chuck and helpers cave over for
an evening session which made a lasting impression
about the importance of safety through proper
skills and equipment . Glenn, Chuck, and Pete
O'Neill spent a Saturday with ten of the group
initiating them into ladder use and belaying in
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by Evelyn Streng
Corkscrew (Bexar County). As each person (in·
eluding the prof!) emerged very muddy and tired,
the unanimous verdict was " Great"!
Another class member, Guy W. Anderson of
Spring Branch (Coma! County), 8nthusiastically
hosted the class to a tour of the interesting surface
features on his family ranch, such as a collap;ecl
cavern, numerous springs, travertine dams, and
sinks, and concluded with a crawl into his very
own cave. Earlier excavation of the terra rosa and
guano from a narrow crawlway by some class
members had made possible entrance to a small
but attractive room ' never before seen by human
eye" which they were eager to show off.
A Sunday rappelling session on the cliff at
Canyon Dam was well attended, again under the
leadership of Church [sic] Stuehm and the Dari·
leks. One final field trip which did not require
rope technique was to the Fred Mittmann cave
near New Braunfels; the class seemed reluctant to
leave this one because they enjoyed just sitting
around in the "underground" atmosphere.
There were also a few academic expectations,
such as reading the text (Franklin Folsom's
EXPLORING AMERICAN CAVES). Addition al
reference reading in cave books, NSS NEWS and
BULLETINS, THE TEXAS CAVER, clippings
from the prof's file, etc., was discussed. Testing
was included, ::ts was the study of topographic maps
and the preparation of a map of major karst regions in the U.S. with illustrative caves.
Although the intent of "Underground" was
not to recruit or encourage spelunkers, it appears
that this may have happened nevertheless. A small
delegation attended the Alamo Area Grotto meet·
ing on January 22, and a "guano-grubber" reuni on
is planned to assure that those who wish to continue spelunking will work in a well-informed group
that continues to develop skills under proper tute·
!age and adherance to NSS standards. ES
CAVING GOES TO COLLEGE GOES TO CAVING
Following the class exploration of Brehmer·
Heidrich No. 1 on January 15, we spent one and a
half hours in Brehmer No. 2 and all five of us agreed
it was more interesting than Brehmer No. 1, although it was a great deal smaller. There were more
live formations and formations which formed col·
THE TEXAS CAVER

umns which all were approximately fourteen inches
wide and six inches thick and separating the cave
into sections, giving us the impression of a jail.
One member of our party made it through a small
hole which led to a passage which went ten feet in
a North-South direction. There was some fresh
guano , but no great amount. There were no apparent passageways to other rooms. Those attending
were Barry Cline , Tim Grady, Martin Yonts,
Steve Gillett; reported by Joey Miller
ANDERSON CAVE
A group from the "Underground" class went
to a cave on the ranch of a classmate, Guy Anderson , on Spring Branch Road in Coma! County. I
had directions to find the cave but somehow we
got turned around and were poking around in the
opposite din~rt.ion. After finally locating it, we
enlered to find a short tunnel opening up into a
medium-sized room. We investigated all the passages, and finally I decided that I could make this
OIW low crawlway. Gary Riske and I squeezed
through and went through several small rooms until one tiny hole presented itself. It looked too
small to try, but I did anyway. The U-shaped hole
went down and then back up, and it was frustrating to get everything but my knees through.
We left. and came back the next week, but
thi s time I brought a shovel. After digging out
about three inches of clay, I got through, only to
discover that the most beautiful part of the cave
was a tiny room that didn't go anywhere. Those
attending were--Gary Riske, Barry Cline, Steve
Scott, Joey Miller, Jerry Ellis, Tim Grady;
reported by Steve Gillett
SCOUTING FOR CAVES
Sunday, January 20, 197 4, some Texas Lutheran College students taking the "Underground"
course undertook a mission to find and search
some reported caves above Spring Branch. We
went to the Sauer ranch and were led by a high
school student, Wayne Sauer. The first cave we
looked at had a 35-foot cavity in the opening to
its mouth. We gave it a doubtful "maybe" and
walked to another cave about one-hundred yards
away. This cave had a 60-foot sheer drop. Due to
0 lll" lack of caving experience along with our lack
of equipment we decided to pass these two caves
THE TEXAS CAVER

Louise Power, Ronnie Fieseler and Dwight Deal
(all of TSA) have been nominated to the NSS Board
of Directors. You
Louise Power, Ronnie Fieseler and Dwight Deal
(all of TSA) have been nominated to the NSS
Board of Directors. If you're an NSS member
be sure to vote in this important election .
Rumor has it that Jumars are going up to $49.95
a pair . That's an increase of 66% over last year's
price! The rising cost of rising.
Mike Mitchell (5th Grade Teacher .in Conroe)
takes his ten year old students (a select few)
on caving trips. This comment was heard from
one of these student cavers to a non-caving
friend: "It's mostly just crawling around in
the mud and hurting yourself ... but it sure is fun!"
Start mah.ing plans to attend the NSS Convention
in Decorah, Iowa, August 12-17.
The editor has received word of a new book-CAVES OF COLORADO, by Lloyd Parris. It is
available from Pruett Publishing Co . of Boulder,
Colorado for $11.95. As of this writing nothing
is known about the volume.
The government of Quebec has given $28,000
a year subsidy to the Quebec Speleological Society
and the establishment of the Quebec School of
Speleology (ESQ) to promote speleological activities and make them more accessible to a greater
number of people in Quebec. Sacre bleu!
Jewel Cave in the Black Hills of South Dakota now
has 47.1 miles of mapped passage! Eat your heart
out, Wonder Cave. •
up and move on to another. A half mile of walking brought us to a very thorny entrance to a
cave. Two members of our party went down and
declared the cave unsafe until another day. We
had a very long ride back to Seguin. The scouts
were--Dennis Boriack, Charles Ehlers, Steve
Gillett, Barry Cline, Tim Grady, Guy Anderson;
reported by Bob Thonhoff. •
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by A. Richard Smith

Surface streams meander across the countryside, always seeking the shortest route to the sea.
In soft sand and clay the meanders are sometimes
cut across the neck, forming a meander cutoff. In
hard rock a stream can't alter its course so easily
except in karst areas where solution openings may
provide a subterranean cutoff. Cutoff caves are
especially common m the soluble gypsum bedrock
of Northwest Texas, a fascinating area not often
visited by cavers.
Aspermont Bat Cave is an excellent example
of a pre-existing cave which was in the right place
at the right time to be invaded by a surface stream.
The surface stream has shortened its course by
several hundred feet and left the old meander about
six feet above the floor of the upstream channel
at the cave entrance.
The unnamed stream channel enters the cave
through several openings, the largest being 5' high
and 7' wide. The main passage averages 10 by 10
feet with silt and gravel floors; it and small, mostly
unmodified phreatic tubes follow generally N-S
and E-W joint trends.

Bat Cave Annex is part of the same phreatic
joint-maze. The wide, low main passage has a
thick deposit of clay and silt which may have been
deposited by flood waters backing into the cave
from the surface stream. Bat Cave Annex has not
been so thoroughly flushed as Aspermont Bat Cave.
These caves were first reported by D. Donal d
Tinkle, a bat biologist; they were mapped by
James Reddell and Bill Russell in May 1963. At
the same time, epigean isopods, ants, spiders and
beetles including Rhadine were collected. Myo tis
velifer incautus use the cave as a temporary restmg

srre:-

The existence of this 1250-foot long syste m
and of the many similar subterranean cutoffs in
the gypsum suggest that creek-walking can be very
successful. Do avoid the caves during flood.
Aspermont Bat Cave is near Aspermont in
Stonewall County, northwest of Abilene.
Reference: Reddell, James R. and William
H. Russell . 1963 . "The Caves of
Northwest Texas", TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY 1(8): 44-46.
A. Richard Smith
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a Caver

FRED PASCHAL/ by T. C. Ferret
"I only get to go caving when it's too wet to
plow or too windy to pile rocks," says Fred
Paschal. In other words, it's not easy for a farmer
to take off from work, but wheever there is an
opportunity, you'll find Fred off on another
caving trip. [See cover photo.]
Fred was born and raised in the South Texas
farming community of Bishop, Texas. After attending Southwest Texas Junior College, he came to
Texas A&I University where Dale Moerbe talked
him into going to some cave meetings. At A&I he
met such notable cavers as Gill Ediger, Stan Bittinger, Pancho Goodwyn, Paul Vass, and Denis
Breining; and thus the Fall semester of 1969 found
Fred actively caving in the A&I Grotto. He has
continued to be a leader in the A&I group ever
since, caving all over Texas and Northern Mexico.
In 1971 Fred was elected Chairman of the A&l
Grotto. That same year South Texas had a severe
drought, and for many months Fred was unable to
go caving. "The good god Oztotl spoke with
Tialoc; and Tlaloc reeked hell with the heavens, in
his sporadic manner, and caused me not to have to
work!", Fred Wl·ote in the OZTOTL (Texas A&I
Grotto Newsletter); and he proceeded to go on a
caving trip to Mexico where he Wl·ecked his truck,
La Tortuga Roja, against a mountain while trying
to avoid plunging off into a river. After being hit
by a train on another occassion that year, Fred
used to say it was amazing that he had survived
the Chairmanship. Currently, Fred is in his third
year as Secretary-Treasurer for the A&I Grotto and
his second year as assistant editor on the OZTOTL
staff.
. In the last several years Fred has been very active
m the TSA, attending most Board of Governors
meetings as a delegate for A&I. Presently he is
serving as the TSA Publications Chairman . Fred is
also one of the many people responsible for a
statewide caver party on Padre Island every Fall
otherwise known as the First Annual A&I Caver
Ear Bust and Body Roast--the recent chicken feast
under the National Park Pavilion is well rememb~red by many people. Although at first glance he
m1ght appear to be a dedicated "red-neck", Fred
Paschal has found good friends in many different
caver circles and continues to spend much of his
tlme helping new cavers. He is well known for his
enthusiasm and his honesty. Wearing his western
THE TEXAS CAVER

hat and drinking a cold Falstaff, Fred has entertained many a campfire with his stories . Look for
him at the next TSA gathering ... he's always the
last one standing by the fire. TCF •

TSA PATCHES
.Just in from the Philippine Islands - The official
emblem of the Texas Speleological Association
hand-sewn by native craftsmen . These patches are
perfect for sewing on your shirt, BVD's, or caving
jacket. Be identified as a Texas Caver--the best in
caving! The supply is limited, so order now.
Specifications:
Philippine TSA Patches
(Circular, 3:Yt" diameter, 4-color, washable, bearing
the words TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION with the letters TSA across the outline of
Texas.)
$ .75 Each
Add $.08 postage for every two patches ordered.
Orders of ten or more sent parcel post-paid.
Ordering:
Order from and make checks payable to Neal
Monis/TSA Patches , Box 8415 U.T. Station,
Austin, Texas 78712

HARD TO GET!
"Brass" Justrite Carbide Lamps
Brand new, 2 112" reflector, all brass lamps.
Limited supply . Send $8.75 per lamp to:
Jerry Lindsey
804 Seymour Avenue
Laredo, TX 78040
Price includes tax and postage.
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Thanks from the hill
THE CAVES OF McKITTRICK HILL
Alive and well and living in Limbo ...
Several years ago, TSA voted to support the Publication of a report on the caves of McKittrick Hill.
This was in the nature of fulfilling a moral obligation since there have been two official TSA projects there. As instigator of this idea I was, of
co urse, promptly selected to edit this publication.
With quite a lot of enthusiasm (since considerably diminished), I got to work immediately. I
wrote many letters requesting assistance in the
form of surveys, biological data, geologic observations, etc. I would like at this time to acknowledge
the assistance of all those who so generously
responded:
Ronnie Fieseler
The original plan was to publish the data then
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by Carl Kunath
available, as it is common knowledge (at least
among those who have been around for a few
years) that if you wait to publish until the report
is "complete" that you publish quite infrequ entl y,
if at all. The core of the report was to concern
Endless Cave as the mapping there was complete.
In addition, Little Sand Cave was completely
mapped . We also had a map of McKittrick Cave
which, though not complete, was thought to be
adequate. Subsequent checking revealed that the
director of that mapping effort considered it onl y
a token effort. At this point, Ronnie Fieseler (in·
teres ted in McKittri ck Hill since 1965) got reall y
turned on to the project and made the first serio us
mapping effort in McKittrick Cave. With this as a
spur, I weakened and joined a three day trip last
Thanksgiving during which we added almost 4,000
feet to the map. I now have every reason to
believe that this map will be completed in 197 4.
With Endless and McKittrick caves completed,
It should be possible to shame Bill Elliott into map·
ping Sand Cave (he only Jives a few hours away).
Sand Cave was begun several years ago by members of the Sandia Grotto (Albuquerque) who map·
ped only a few hundred feet near the entrance before moving on to more glorious things in the
Guadalupes and the dubious accomplishments in
CCNP. The remaining cave, Dry Pot, was once the
focus of quite a bit of effo rt. A map was begun by
Texas cavers in 1965 . Albuquerque cavers continued the efforts at ever-infrequ ent intervals for
several years, but recently efforts have languished
and prospects for a co mplete map appear dim
indeed.
Present plans call for the publication of all
available data on the caves of McKittrick Hill
sometime in 1975. I hope this will include complete maps and physical descriptions of Endless,
McKittrick, Sand and Little Sand Caves, plus as
complete a map of Dry Pot as possible.
The area is rich in historical data, but I have
little to publish. This co mplex and geologically
interesting area appears to have little appeal to
Texas' karst geologists. The comment co uld co ntinue but the point is now obvious or never will
be. Nevertheless, we will, at some point in time,
assemble what data is available and publish it.
Devil take the hindmost. CEK •
THE TEXAS CAVER

Adventure

by Charles Fromen
August 1964 : Two high school friends (James
Gamel & Douglas Johnson) and I made our first
trip to Bustamante and Gruta Del Palmito. We
spent two wonderful days in the cave . James
Gamel and I decided to return Thanksgiving to
climb the Cabeza De Leon. We returned Thanksgiving with Rickey Keller and climbed the Cabeza
De Leon via the ridge to the north of Gruta Del
Palmito. On this trip we discovered several sinks,
labeled (b) in Figure 1, at an elevation of about
4100'. Also on the same climb we discovered
another cave at about 4600', labeled (c), in the
Oaks. This cave has never been entered (though
promising) and is hard to locate again because of
the thick overgrowth of Oak trees. The entrance
requires about 30' of rope.
April 1965: James Gamel, Bill Campbell,
Jim McLan e and 1 returned. We explored several
of the sinks labeled (b). One of which was 240'
dee p. We also climbed to the top of the range and
ex plored a large Amphitheater Cave (El. 5600')
labeled (d). (See A.M.C.S. Newsletter, May 1965,
Vol. I, No. 5.) David Honea and Don Broussard
climbed up to location (b) several years ago and
checked out one 175' pit. During the next two
years I was ill and could not climb the mountains.
October 1968: David Honea, Don Broussard, Mike Connolly and I checked out a cave
labeled (h) El VolcanI (El. 2700') . This cave
is abo ut an hour's hike above the stream in the
Rio Sabinas Canyon. The cave is completely horizo ntal about a 4' high entrance and goes back to a
room of 40' in diameter and 10' high.
November 1968: With directions from the
Padre and a school teacher in Bustamante, Charles
Pace and I climbed via the route now taken to El
Precipicio to a point above El Precipicio. Pace
became ill after a chilly night on the mountain, so
we returned without checking out El Vocan II.
Jim McLane, Mike Connolly, Ken Griffin and
members of Spelaean Group were with us but did
not climb all the way up. Oskar Cerbins (Spelaean Group) climbed alone to a point just above
El Precipicio.
Several months past, then Bill Sherborne,
Bill Campbell, Wayne Sanders and I returned via
the same route. We climbed in the mist and rain
to El Volcan II (i). The cave had an enormous enTHE TEXAS CAVER

10 Years Looking
for Caves Around Bustamante
trance and went back about 200' into the mountain. In the entrance I discovered several chert
scrapers. We had not planned to stay overnight on
the mountain . However, due to extremely dense
fog, rain and late hour we were forced to spend
the night in the cave. We built a fire in the cave
and hauled in Oak trees from the entrance. We
survived a very cold and smoky night without food
except for some candy bars. The next morning
the weather was not any better. We could see
approximately 10' and we had to find one notch
in the cliffs above El Precipicio. This was the only
route down. With plenty of luck we walked right
to the notch not being able to see it . The cold
front finally past and we had a clear trip down .
September 1969: Ed Gil, Mike Connolly and
I went directly up the base of the r.liff below El
Precipicio. I explored several of the lower shelter
caves. Some of which went and were filled with
material similar to the phosphate mine on the
north side of the canyon.
Spring 1970: Lloyd Pond, Mike Connolly
and I climbed up to just below El Precipicio with
ropes , pitons and bolts. We explored several more
of the caves located below what is now known as
El Precipicio . None of these caves went anywhere.
October 20, 1973: Mike Hanks and I met a
Palmito gatherer at the entrance to Bustamante
Cave. We talked of caves and he gave us directions
to a cave furth er up in the canyon above Gruta Del
Palmito. We followed his directions being unable
to persuade him to guide us. We located the exact
side canyon, but we were unable to locate the cave
he had described.
November 10, 1973: Ransom Myers , Mike
Hanks, Mike Connolly and I returned to see if we
could locate the pit. The weather was cold, rainy
and foggy. Again the Palmi to gatherer would not
guide us. The reason being (I thought) was the
bad weather . We went anyway and found a small
cave (f) Cueva De Rodriguez (El 3400').
February 2, 1974: During my 1964 climb of
Cabe za De Leon, I took several pictures from the
top of the range . One of the pictures showed what
looked to be several large openings in a cliff located south and on the western slope of the Cabeza
De Leon . So last February, Tom Addison (Laredo),
Ransom Myers, Dr. Harry Walker, Tom Iliffe,
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Cueva Del Meteoro ( El. 3600')
El Volcan I ( El. 2700')
El Volcan II (El. 3900')

Sheila Balsdon, Sr. Aleman (guide) and I climbed
to Cueva De Aleman (e) at El. 6000'. The cave is
located at the very top of the range, !"lot to one
side, but the TOP. On the horizontal traverse of
approximately 1 112 miles we followed trails made
by bears. In many locations we could see bear
droppings and grass matted down by resting bears.
It took us 5 112 hours to reach the cave from the
parking lot. The guide returned to Bustamante
that evening, while we camped near the newly discovered cave. The next morning we travelled
horizontally on the western side of the range, to
a point where we were able to view at close range
the cliff labeled (j). I had taken a photograph
earlier of these cliffs from the Cabeza De Leon.
Close inspection showed the caves in the picture
to be only shelter caves.
March 2, 1974: Tom Addison, Dionico
Vasquez, David Brantley, Tom Iliffe, Richard
Burns, Sheila Balsdon and I. We climbed for 4 112
hours to the point labeled (g) Cueva Del Metoro
(El. 3600'). Part of the trip to the cave was
through a burned over area. Five days earlier a
meteor had struck the mountain and started a fire,
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j.
k.
I.

Shelter Caves in Cliff (El. 5400')
El Precipicio (El. 3500 ' )
Cave in Arroyo (El. 2300')

which was ·still burning when we left. During the
climb a constant popping sound was heard and
determined to be the limestone rocks breaking,
caused by the heat of the fire. In the burned over
area, one had to watch their step due to the many
small flakes of limestone covering the rocks. The
cave had some interesting pictographs and an
ancient ladder.
During the past ten years I have learned a
few things about mountain travel around Bustamante, and offer these tidbits of wisdom.
First thing is, there is very little water in the
mountains. I have only found water on three occasions. You must carry your own water. I recommend carrying at least 3 quarts of water and
not spending more than 3 days on the mountain.
Heavy leather gloves will assist you while
climbing on cactus-covered cliffs. The gloves will
enable you to use cactus as hand holds. Lechugilla is found everywhere on the mountains, and
there will not be a trip up the mountains that you
will not get stuck at least several times (probably
more). I have tried leggings made of Naugahyde
THE TEXAS CAVER

to protect my legs from the Lechugilla, but I have
found the leggings to be unsatisfactory on two
counts : Heat and constant adjustment. The
only effective measures I have found are to step
directly on the Lechugilla and not try to step
over it. It will get you everytime . Tweezers do
come in handy for removing prickly pear thorns,
which are also abundant.
It is always cold in the mountains at night.
A slee ping bag and foam pad should be carried if
you ex pect to stay in th e open overnight. If it is
possi ble for you to stay in a cave, a foam pad and
a space blanket is all that is required for overnight.
There is always a delima of how much rope
to carry . I would say carry 2 ropes (150' and 80')
unless you know the exact depth of the cave.
Rope is heavy. I have almost always carried too
much rope.
The most important factor in getting to your
destination high in the mountains is the pace of
which you walk. You should walk at a rate which
you never have to stop. Many times at the start
of a long climb I have been left far behind with my
slow pace, only to be far ahead at the end of th e
cli mb . RULE: " It is faster to go slower and not
make rest stops, than it is to go fast with many
rest stops. START EARLY if you can beat the
sun, it won't beat you. "
In the way of food, not much is needed , but
that's up to you . A few candy bars and sandwiches
is all that is required. Salt tablets are a good idea
if it is very hot. Dehydrated food is not beneficial
because you have to carry the water and stove.
Don't climb the mountains in May-October;
it is best to stick with the winter months .
In the past ten years I have had a good time
and great adventure looking for the caves and expect to continue to do so . I am always willing to
cli mb to check out a new cave lead.
The exploration of the mountains around
Bustamante for caves, in my opinion, has only just
begun. CWF •
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l"e ters

Mun l c lj»Hty of Bust.aMnte , Nue vo Le on
Located ~ estern Slope Serr ta De dust.J.nante
1)0 J>;eters Be low Top of Range
i::lru nton and Tape Survey Oy
Tom Addison , Dl on l co Vasquez ,
David Br antley, Tom lliffe ,
Richard Eurns , Sheila Ba l sdon ,
Char les FromCn
2 /"'arch 1974
Drafted By C!-.arles Fror:u;n
Al!lsoc tation For }iexlcan Cave St ud i es

Be sure to see the Publications Room at the
Convention. The TEXAS CAVER will have many
val uable back issues for sale, including rare editions from the early sixties.
THE TEXAS CAVER
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TSA SURVIVES BOG
(and vice-versa)
TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Board of Governors Meeting
S.W.T.S.C., San Marcos, Texas
February 2, 1974
Because of the length of the B. 0 . G. meeting and
the involvement of business conducted, I am publishing only the highlights of the meeting. The
full report will be read at the next B.D. G. meeting.
The T.S.A. Board of Governors was held in
the B.A.M. building, at Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos, Texas on Saturday , February 2,
1974. The meeting was called to order at 1:30pm.
The list of 40 delegates representing 22 clubs
was read and verified. Barbara Vinson read the
previous B.O.G. minutes as published in the
November TEXAS CAVER.
Glenn Darilek called for discussion concerning possible misconduct at the September BOG
meeting. He then read the Ronnie Fieseler-Mike
Walsh letters from the advance release of the
February 197 4 TEXAS CAVER. Lengthy discussion followed. Finally Glenn appointed a Special
Investigating Committee made up of Ken Griffin,
William Russell, and Luther Bundrant and turned
the meeting over to them. tvlike Walsh, Robert
Hemperly, Ronnie Fieseler, and Sandi Luker were
questioned by the committee in order that a decision on the honesty and legality of the recent
elections co uld be made. After questioning, the
committee retired to consider the testimony and
make recommendations. Then the meeting returned to regular business.
REPORTS:
Treasurer (Barbara Vinson) - Balance as of
February 2, 1974: $342.91.
Publi cations Chairman (Fred Paschal) - Requested
that all Texas publications contact him so he can
compile a complete list and organize the publications room for the TSA Convention.
AM CS (Bill Elliot, Terry Raines) - Bulletin 5 and
Newsl etters Vol. 4, No. 2 & 3 are printed and out.
Bill has not received any reports from Thanksgiving or Clu-istmas yet.
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by Barbra Vinson & Bill Sherborne
TSS (Bill Sherborne)- San Saba Survey can be
picked up in the publications room. Bill read a
report by A. Richard Smith--the TSS is in a state
of flux and will give a report on it's future actions
at the convention BOG.
TSA Publications (Ronnie Fieseler)- CAVES OF
McKITTRICK HILL by Carl Kunath is almos t com·
plete. COMMERCIAL CAVES OF TEXAS is
again in progress.
TEXAS CAVER (Ken Griffin, Bill Sherborne ).
Need subscribers almost as badly as material and
they have not received any photographs . Material
is needed a month before publication date.
Finances solvent but need subscribers.
Special Investigating Committee (William Russrll) "The committee feels there has been much misunderstanding which could have been avoided by
following the constitution, and adopts the foll ow ing recommendations: (1) There was no evidence
of intentional wrong-doing and the results of the
election be allowed to stand; (2) Nomination s
should be made in advance of the election in a..:cor·
dance with the constitution; (3) Grottoes should
refrain from appointing a person to delegate their
proxies. They should as much as possible appoint
directly the person to vote on their behalf."
Conservation Chairwoman (Sandi Luker) -Talked
to Louise Powers about Rio Grande shelter caves
that are threatened and they are working on id eas.
The by-pass of McCarty's Gate has been cemen ted
over. Contact Dale Pate for the key to the gate.
Safety Chairman - Brother Marvin (read by Glenn
Darilek) He has completed new training and is
now qualified to teach beginning and advanced
Red Cross Courses.
Cave Gate (William Russell) -Working on policy
for cave gating and needs ideas. It would serve
as a guideline and will be published in the TEXAS
CAVER.
TSA Patches (Neal Morris) - There have been none
THE TEXAS CAVER

for 6 months. He will take orders after meeting.
TSA Library (Ollene Bundrant)- Library is in her
hands except for part held by Dewayne Dicky who
has not returned it nor has anyone been able to
contact him about it.
OLD BUSINESS
" Cave of the Winding Stair"- Transaction has not
been completed but will be soon .
Old Caver Account - A copy of an itemized list
from Mike Moody was read by Glenn Darilek in
regard to an old TEXAS CAVER debt . Discussion
fo llowed and a vote on the motion to pay the
$63.98 was passed.

NEW BUSINESS
The report by the Special Investigating Committee
was submitted. A motion by Chuck Stuehm to
approve the report was passed. Eventually a vote
of confidence was conducted.
Jerry Lindsey made a motion to change the bylaws; deleting Art. 2 Sect. 3 so that nominations
from the floor would be legal. The motion was
defeated.
A motion was made by Ronnie Fieseler and Ken
Griffin that there be an addition to the by-laws
that all voting for officers of TSA be done by
signed written ballot. The motion passed by majority vote.
Sites proposed for the Spring Convention:
(1 ) Cascade Caverns Park, f2) San Marcos, (3) New
Braunfels, (4) Temple, f5) Uvalde.
Discussed sites for the Labor Day Project: (1) In
co njunction with the Annual A&I Beach Party,
(2) Mexico, ( 3) Clearing the road to Devil 's Sinkhole, (4) Wilson's/Dinosaur Cave, (5) River Styx.
Jerry Lindsey suggested a split in the Sec/Treas.
job. It was tabled till the convention BOG. Glenn
asked that it be written up and appointed Jerry
to study the matter.
Louise Power brought up the need for a Parlimentarian position. Glenn appointed her to look into
Jt.

TSA Photo Salon will occur this year. Much discussion was given to the idea.
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RESOLUTIONS
Chuck Stuehm presented a resolution for the
Alamo Area Chapter commending the new TEXAS
CAVER editorial staff (Ken Griffin & Greater
Houston Grotto) on the improvement in quality
and format. The resolution passed with a round
of applause.
Chuck Stuehm gave a resolution of congratulations to the Officers of TSA for 1973- Ronnie
Fieseler, Neal Morris , and Jerry Lindsey for a fine
job.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Boerne Cavers have the Bexar County files--specifically Larry Schmidt. Please return them to
Ronnie Fieseler.
Ronnie Fieseler , Louise Power and Dwight Deal
are running for NSS Board of Governors this
year--so join the NSS and vote.
Tom Wright introduced from Venezuela,
Silverio Garza, who announced opportunities
for Texas cavers to participate in the Guacharo
expedition in Venezuela this summer.
Mike Walsh suggested visiting the publications
room. The meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Vinson, Secretary 0

BOG Comment
by Bill Sherborne
San Marcos , Texas; Saturday, February 2,
1974: The morning dawned clear and crisp, interupted only by the strains of the "Nutcracker
Suite" emitting from a preposterous oversize,
4-wheel drive icecream truck and an occasional
profanity directed thereunto. A perfect day for
doing anything but sitting in a Board of Governors
Meeting. But, alas, we were comitted--today was
the moment of truth.
In the meeting hall a biology seminar was
going on, but judging by the number of people in
the halls, it was well attended but not as well r:·.;
should have been. Even most of the biologist:;
chose not to attend for some reason or other.
Another attempt to gain credibility and r espectibility for the lowly and grubby caver in the name
of that most noble of pursuits--science . Sa ndi
Luker is to be congratulated on a program wei!
prepared and well presented ....
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BOG Comment _ _
But how could we be expected to listen to all
of those academic bio-papers with such tension in
the air? One of our own (or their own, depending
on your viewpoint) stood accused of the high
crimes of politicking, gerrymandering, ballot box
stuffing, and possibly even treason. The discussions in the halls during the seminar centered
mainly on the possibility of impeachment and the
merits or problems of various actions. One caver
would approach another trying to feel out his
position, then he would very subtly air his own
views trying to give the impression of detatched
coolness and an open mind. But it didn't work-most people had their minds made up and you
could tell it.
After a short break, the Board of Governors
meeting was called to order. The first order of
business was what everyone had been waiting for-whether or not Mike Walsh had comitted crimes
sufficiently heinous to warrant expulsion from
office. His Honor, President Glenn Darilek, read
the already printed letter of accusation from
Ronnie Fieseler and Mike's reply at a stacatto pace.
Then Mike made a further statement in which we
learned of certain individuals' "deep personal
hatred" for him. At this point Glenn apparently
considered the matter resolved (similar to sweepings under the proverbial rug) and tried to move
on to other business. Questions kept coming from
the floor though, and it was apparent that the
BOG wanted its pound of flesh or satisfaction.
After several minutes of disorganized pro bing,
Fred Paschal finally moved that the whole matter
be dropped, (similar to sweepings under said
proverbial rug) and received the almost unanimous
approval of the BOG.
Taken out of context, this motion was probably
the wisest one made all day, but in reality, it
would have. left many questions unresolved. So
after the violent objections of Ken Griffin, Pete
Lindsley, Jon Everage and myself to dropping the
matter , the BOG wisely decided to reconsider.
At this point Glenn finally got it together and
appointed a special investigating committee consisting of Ken Griffin, Bill Russell, and Luther
Bundvrant. It was obviously a pre-arranged plan
that Glenn had tried not to use.
Thus , began the inquisition. Not like the
inquisitions of 400 years ago where the accused
wound up being slowly turned on a spit over an
ope n fir e like a fattened pig. No indeed, our barbaries are much more refined these days--this
inquisition made both the accused and inquisitors
suffer. I could tell that Mike was a little uneasy
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as the various witnesses exposed tactics which were
definitely questionable, but the audience also
squirmed from having to sit through it all. And in
the end, the entire BOG was so worn down that
they gave him what amounted to a light reprimand
and let him stay in office. "Not with a barg--but a
whimper.''
About the only good thing about the inquisition, aside from the fact that it revealed Ken
Griffin as an obvious closet barrister--and a damned
good one at that, was that it was so long it made
the remainder of the business proceed with unheard of rapidity. The usual reports were all read
and old business was minimal. Under new business
there was the usual motion by Jerry Lindsey to
ammend the constitution in some way, which was
defeated as usual. An amendment to have elections
by written ballot was passed, however. This was
probably the high point of the meeting. A parlia·
mentary advisor to the chairman was proposed and
appointed. My God, that's just what we need-presidential advisors! The next thing you know
Jerry Lindsey's tape recorder will be overcome by
sinister forces, if it hasn't already . The chairman's
sole task is to run the BOG meetings, and if he
doesn't have sufficient parliamentary acumen to
do that alone, he'd better hang it up.
After a few more routine items, the meeting
was adjourned and everyone went to Wimberly
for the party. Did I say party? Slides were shown
and beer was consumed--but it wasn't anything
like BOG parties of yore--the highlight being a
table collapsing with a certain editor riding it
down. Maybe we should have taken Fred Paschal
up on that motion. On Sunday several people
went caving, more to retain that el usive title-oftitles .. . CAVER, than to enjoy themselves, I susped .
So there you have it. Science, politics, friend·
ship, deep personal hatred, food, drink--even a
little caving. And a good time was had by all, in·
eluding those who didn't make it. Personally, I
wish I'd been at the motorcycle races with Carl
Kunath.
If all of this has you wondering whether the
TSA is a caving organization or a body politic,
congratulations; there may be hope for you yet.
Oh, yes, our next Camporee will be at New Braun·
fels. Nominations for TSA Officers, 1975 will
be made then. I'm sure we've all made up our
minds who we don't want. But I guess we will
have to go and aecJ:Cfe who we do want. Whether
we need them or not. WDS •
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DELEGATES BOG
A SS - Aggie Speleological Society --

David Finfrock, Wayne Walker
A CC _Alamo A rea Chapter-Greg Passmore, Chuck Stuehm
ALTO- Arlwnsas, Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma
Research -David Foster
AMCS- Association for Mexican Cave Studies -Neal Morris, Terry Raines
Balcones Grotto -William Russell, Carol Russell
CVS- Carta Valley SUCKS-Jon Everage, Ed Fomby
CCCC- Corpus Christi Caving Club -Jim Clements, Glenda Dawson
DFWG- Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto -Pete Lindsley, Jim Goodbar
GLG - God's Little Grotto-Jan Lewis, Susan Fieseler
Grea ter Houston Grotto -Mike Connolly, Ernst Kastning
.lluaco Cavers -James Jasek, Noel Sloan
Laredo Speleological Society -Jerry Lindsey
PASS - Pan American Speleological Society-Carol Faria, Nick Morales
Piasano Student Grotto -Randy Reynolds, Cynthia Miller
Rio Grande Valley Caving Club -Tom Washington, Aubrey Washington
SWTSG - Southwest Texas Student Grotto -Blake Harrison, Date Pate
Spelaean Group -Ken Griffin
TCA - Temple Caving Association -Jane Laurens, Debbie Flanagan
A&J- Texas A&I Speleoligical Society-DeDe Paschal, Amador Cantu
TSS - Texas Speleological Survey -Bill Sherborne (proxy), Ronnie Fieseler
Texas Tech Grotto -Bill Elliott
UTG - University of Texas Grotto -Peter Strickland, Craig Bittinger
There were 22 clubs represented by 40 delegates.
One proxy for A. Richard Smith was given to Bill
Sherborne. (TSS). •
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EVELYN STRENG
Growing up in New Braunfels natmally puts one
in cave country. My father, A. M. Fiedler, in his
years as County Superintendent of Schools in the
1930's, came to know the ranch country rather
well. He and his good friend Ed HeidTich investigated dozens of leads in the area. When what they
found was considered safe and worthwhile for
women and children, I was permitted to go in also .
As a teenager I recall belly-crawling through the
long, very rough entrance to the then-known portion of what is now Natmal Bridge. Farther in
there was a tight corkscrew that led into a rather
spectacular small chamber which is not yet developed at NBC. In fact, Dad led my whole high
school science class through that cave. Way back
in Bremer-Heidrich Cave in a very obscme place
(which was pointed out to me in January) is my
maiden name and a date in the 30 's--but I was
really too young to know better.
·
Getting back in t o a fe w "wild" caves in
January [see article ] brought back old memories
and I find the fascination for underground is
still there.
My teaching responsibilities at Texas Lutheran
College (Assoc. Professor ·of Scien ce) where I've
been for the last twenty-five years (!) and various
other involvements don't allow much time for
caving. Right now a priority is work in developing a college museum, primarily geological.
'
CHARLES FROMEN
Charles Fromen is an Electrical Engineer with
Houston Light and Power and is a graduate of Texas A&M. Charles has been one of the most active
Houston cavers for a full decade and has been a
force of action throughout the TSA. In addition
to caving, Charles is an avid photographer, kaya~ist,
cyclist and mountaineer. He has kayaked the R10
Grande in Big Bend, spent two weeks on motorcycle in Copper Canyon (Mexi co), climbed Mt.
Rainer in Washington state , and scaled some of
the formidable higher peaks in Mexico. He is a
member of the Greater Houston Grotto , NSS,
TSA Sierra Club and professional societies.
Charles is an adventurer and an exploref and is
always looking for new caves. Right on, Carlos!

•
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UTG
A lot of caving was done in Mexico over the
Christmas Holidays. Extensive exploration occurred in the Chapel Area of the El Abra Range and
in the Sotano de las Golondrinas Area.
A club trip to Bustamante was planned at the
first UTG meeting of the Spring semester. On
January 18 Roy Brooks, Susan German, Jay Jorden,
Pres ton Forsythe, Ron T. Kopel, Mary Conner,
Neal Morris, Peter Strickland, John Steele, Rene
Shields, Barbara Vinson , and Willie Vinson left for
Mexico and visited La Gruta del Palmito and El
Carrizal.
The next wee kend Greg Walker and Dave
Backer went to Broady Sink Cave. They found
that rece nt rains had not yet cleared the lead
which was filled with debris from the previous
blasting trip .
On January 26 Craig Bittinger, Ron Ralph,
Peter Sprouse, Jay Jorden, Terry Sayther, and
Richard Booth went to the Bustamante-Carrizal
area investigating Pictograph caves and sites.
On that same wee kend Bill Russell, Ronnie Fieseler, and Terry Raines finished the index for the
TSS San Saba issue.
The next weekend found a large number of
UTG cavers at the San Marcos Board of Govenors
meeting. Craig Bittinger and Pet er Strickland were
delegates. Everyo ne enjoyed the party afterwards.
On February 6 elections were held to decide on
1974 UTG officers. Craig Bittinger was elected
Chairman, Jay Jorden- Vice Chairman, Susan
Fieseler-Secretary, Carol Russell-Treasurer, Neal
Morris and Barbara Vinson-Research Chairpersons,
Don Broussard-Expedition Chairman, ;J.nd Peter
Sprouse-Eqipment Chairman. It was announ ced
that Ronnie Fieseler, Dwight Deal, and Louise
Power were all running for the NSS Board of
Governors, ;J.nd the Vol. 6 No. 4 issue of the UTG
News was handed out.
The February 20 meeting sa w an unusual vertical techniques session, with Peter Strickland
constructing and demonstrating the proper negotiation of his vertical obstacle course, going over
2 sets of knots while climbing and descending,
and transferring to another (stretchy) rope and
back again. Visiting British caver Peter Lord
showed slides of a recent trip to Chiapas and of
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the Canadian Rockies. Tom Moore showed his
own 8mm color film of a recent trip made by
Texas cavers to Precipicio in the canyon of the Rio
Sabinas. Further slides were interrupted and the
meeting ended by a militant janitress who insisted
the room reservation- was for 7:30-9:00 p.m. 0..!1ly_.
Before leaving, members signed up for a trip to
Carta Valley scheduled the 23-24.
UTG meets the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of
each month at 7:30p.m . in the old Physics Bldg.,
Room 121.
T. C. Ferret
Box 7672 UT Station
Austin, Texas 7 8712
GHG NEWS
Greater Houston Grotto members have be·n
busy during the first 2 months of the year. A large
group of Houston cavers attended the BOG meeting
at San Marcos and participated in caving activities
the following day . Several GHG members have
made trips to the Bustamante area in recent weeks,
discovering caves near the summits of the Sierra
Gomas and Sierra Bustamante. Others have recently returned from a road-logging trip to the
Sierra Madre Oriental south of Monterrey. A club
trip to Gorman Falls was well attended consider·
ing the rumors of "gas shortage" that abounded at
the time.
In deference to the fuel situation, the grotto
now meets once a month on the first Wednesday .
Mailing address is:
Greater Houston Grotto
cjo Mike Connolly
6103 Rampart No. 215D
Houston, Texas 77036
TCA
The Temple Caving Association held its last
meeting on January 11 , 1974 before most of the
members departed to return to school. New officers elected for a term beginning March 1 are:
Chairman --Gary Parsons
Vice Chairman -- Jane Laurens
Treasurer -- Frances McCauley
Secretary -- Mimi Laurens
Plans were also made for a group trip to Gorman
Falls.
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Since the meeting our members have scattered to1such places as Austin, College Station,
San Marcos, Tyler and Sewanee, Tennessee with
hopes of doing some caving as well as studying .
l\lany of us gathered together at the BOG in San
i\larcos and celebrated the club's first birthday
while there. TCA is now officially one year old
and is looking forward to much more caving and
relat0d activities in the future. Look out world-the TCA is still alive and caving !
Several of our members with cameras have
recently acquired a Total Photo Computer and
have decided that it works pretty well--even if
you don't have a full place setting.
i\ limi Laurens
3000 W. Adams, Apt. 216
Temple, Texas 76501
FIRST ANNUAL A.S.S.
BORED OF GOVERNORS MEETING TRIP
On January 30, 1974, a meeting of A .S.S.
was called to order . We moved right into new
b.s. --mainly, discussion of the forthcoming BOG
meeting.
It was moved and seconded that the Ags
attend. From the ensuing diseussion it was dP.c:icll'd to set up special investigatory committees
a s~ i gnecl by car-loads. An amendm<:nt was added
to the motion that David Finfrock and Wayne
\\'alker be appointed as delegates and both the moti on an d the amendment were then seconded and
p;bsecl. The following is a re port from one of
th t·,:e com mittees.
" We left A&M at 7:30 after wating for a special in vestigator, David Foster , t o arrive from Tyl er.
It was moved and seconded that we go in David
Fin frock's car only. This motion passed with 5
ay~. 0 nos, and 0 abstentions . We made on e stop
at Skaggs where a division of the asse mbly bought
food. Arrivin g at the Wimberly campground at
11: 00 p.m., it was dec ided to honk the Aggie War
H ~·mn goi ng in . David Foster , being a butt and not
an i\SS, yell ed 'point of order', thus raising a
q111•stio n as to the legality of this. However , after
cht•cking t he co nstitution and the by-laws and
fi nding nothing against this procedure, we pro ceedt•d to honk, thus awakening the others to the
fa('t that we had arrived.
" Saturday morning we left for the BOG
nweting after performing our motions of the day .
Aller arriving , we we re amazed to find that it ran
along parallel lines to our own actions. Somewhere
~long the way many ASSes left after expr ess ing a
deep personal hatred ' for buildings and went
caving. It was decided that our car/committee
Would stay as we were really grooving on the
nwetin g and also our driver was a delegate.
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"After the BOG m eeting it was moved that
we return to College Station to continue our
studies, but Bob raised an objection to the consideration of the question and postponed indefinitely
the original motion to adjourn, t hereby comitting
us to attend the party and drink. This was unconstitutional and against our will , of course, since it
is well-known that all ASSes have a 'deep p ersonal
hatred' of al co hol and revelry.
"The next morning a motion was made that
we get up. This motion was not fieco nded but a
violent discussion en sued (how violent can y ou
get in a sleeping bag?). We're afraid that Robert's
Rules of Order were not strictly followed, and
many points of order were brought to our attention. Finally seco nded , the motion was barely
passed with many abstentions mainly from those
who were still asleep. From there a motion was
made and seconded that we go caving, but so meone confused matters by questioning as to where.
Finally an amendment was added that we go to
Dawn 's Delight. When this occurred Bob dropped
his second because he had elected to go rappelling.
Thus, the amendme nt was amended to read such
that we would recess to Dawn's Delight and then
go rappelling. This was seco nded and passed . Unfortunately, upon arrivin g we found the owner
asleep and dec ided it was n ecessary to depart from
the adopted agenda. An amendment was made to
the amendme nt of the a men dment of the original
motion to go to N .B.C. first , then Dawn's Delight,
and then rappell . A point of order was called to
the e ffect that a me ndm ents to a m endm ents cannot
be amended (Robert 's Rules of Order , Ch ap . 12,
Pg. 110) . Therefore, a new m otion was made,
seconded , and passed to t hat effect. The co mmittee we nt to N .B.C ., enj oyed a great tour a nd
then returned to Dawn 's Deli ght, where we found
the owner awake after havin g had a heated discussion with a grass fire near his property. A motion was made a nd passE.d that we e nter th e cave
and a rider was attac hed to it to wear cavi ng gear.
It was passed un a nimously. The kids from t he
house showed us the way through the cave and it
was decided that they were eith er part moun tain
goat or had learn ed levitatio n. We tabled until a
later d ate the investigation as to which of the
above it was. An objection to t he co nside ration
was raised and promptly beaten down usin g baseball bats, blackjacks, and any other lon g, palmsized objects whi ch came into the co mmi ttee's
reac h . Leaving Daw n with her Deli ght we ' moved'
on to Canyon Dam area to rappell off a cliff about
sixty feet high. Whi le the exec utive committee
debated over th e qu estio n of privilege, we snu ck
over to t he ro pes an d di sc harged o ur co mmi ttee
over the edge .
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"After rappelling for a while it was motioned
and seconded and two-thirded that we close nominations and polls and return to College Station
and our respective beds, wherever they might be."

***** *

Our committee, David Finfrock, David Foster,
John Gale, Pat Nix, and Alicia Wisener have
come up with the following suggestions from our
intensive investigation:
1.
Don't jump in front of a survey truck
going over 55 m.p.h. unl ess you are shorter than
5 feet.
Don't listen to anyone who shows you
2.
a neck rappell rig that has thirteen loops.
If you attended the party the night be3.
fore, don't listen to any of the little men (or elephants) who tell you that you can leap the thirtyfoot wide pit in a single bound.
a. If you didn't party the night before
disregard ( 3).
b. If you did party, disregard the disregardation (3)(a).
c. If not, disregard the disregardation
of the disregardation. ad infinitum.
4.
When going to Mexico (or anywhere
else to cave) it is recommended that you drink
Tequila or beer, not water, because the water is
icky . (And won't get you drunk.)
a. We theorize that this is the reason
that caves in Mexico are supposed to be larger.

******
This report was conceived in fun and we hope
no one will tal~e seriously what we 'ue poked at
them in fun.
John and Alicia.

•

EXCHANGERS
Your exchange subscription dies with this issue.
If you wish to continue exchanges, please send the
editor your most rec ent issue for review. Due to
the rise in postage and the high production costs
of this magazine, we can no longer provide gratis
copies except on an equal and reciprocal basis.
We feel that exchange is a necessary and desirable
method of communication and liaison between
caving organizations and wish to continue the program. However, over the past few years this program has become more of a give than receive procedure. We are attempting to update our files and
mailing lists and feel this to be a proper time to
totally revise and validate our exchange philosophy.
We invite all interested publislwrs to apply for our
new exchange program. Send your publications to
the TEXAS CAVER, 701 N. Post Oak Rd., Suite 4
Houston, Texas 77024.
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DATE: February 15-17
PERSONNEL: About 20 members of A.S.S.,
David Foster. Laura Stokes, Cliff Lewis
DESTINATION: Gorman Falls Cave, Lone Bat
Cave
REPORTED BY: Patricia Nix
On Friday evening so me 20 members of A.S.S. plus friends,
left for Gorman Falls. ·we were all hoping we would not be way·
laid somehow, this being our third attempt to get there, the other
two being cancelled for a washed-out bridge and deer hunting
season. This time we did make it, however, and everybody was in
camp by 11:00 p.m. While everybody else sacked out, five members, including a reporter from the A&M newspaper, Cliff Lewis,
went ahead and did Gorman Cave.
Next morning, we split into two groups, one going to
Gorman Cave, the other to Lone Bat Cave. Those in the second
group were unfortunately disappointed because the cave was never
found . The rest of the day was spent in rappelling off the cliff s
or canoeing. Sunday morning everyone departed because they
were anxious to get back to study for their tests on Monday.

DATE: January 25-27, 1974
DESTINATION: Gorman Falls, Longhorn
Caverns, LaGrange
PERSONNEL: Ernst Kastning, Ralph Batsche
REPORTED BY: Ernst Kastning
An unexpected delay trying to find an open service station
in Austin Friday night forced us to sack out there rather than pro·
ceed to Enchanged Rock and its caves as originally planned. We
drove to Gorman Falls Saturday morning, stopping briefly at
Longhorn Cavern State Park for the tour . The first one of the
day (during the off-season) included four "tourists" and the
guide. Consequently, a leisurely visit allowed us to take a few
good photos.
At Gorman Falls we traversed Gorman Cave to its siphon,
photographing various portions. No bad air was noticed. We
briefly stopped to see the Gorman Waterfall before returning to
Austin.
Some of the local Austin sights were visited Sunday morning
and early afternoon. To round out the weekend we stopped at
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a local attraction in LaGrange on our return to Houston. Monument Hill is a State Park overlooking the Colorado River from a
300-foot-high bluff. I had a report of caves on private land nearby
and we decided to track them down. We found an interesting
shelter cave in the old Kreische Brewery remains at Frisch-auf
Village. We named it Kreische Brewery Cave. Other caves are
rumored to exist in the cliff face nearby. As it was late in the day
we left for Houston . We expect to return in a month or so to
ma p the cave(s) . This is a breakthrough for cavers in the speleo logically sterile southeast Texas area. The Fayette County Project
is alive and well.

DATE: January 12, 1974
DESTINATION: McCarty Cave, Boyett's Pit
PERSONNEL: Jay Jorden, Ronnie Gaitz, Tom
Byrd
REPORTED BY: Tom Byrd
We left Austin about 9:00a.m. Saturday, uncertain whether
or not the gate was locked at McCarley's. Luckily it was open and
the warm air within gave us relief from the cold wind outside.
Ronnie had never been caving before and he seemed to be thoroug hly enjoying himself . I discovered I had lost my vintage '45
ani ique canteen some 20 miles later, after dropping into Boyett's
Pit. In Boyett's we looked around and Jay noted that the lake he
had see n there last time was now dry, leaving a fairly large room.
I foun d bad air in a lower passage, but most of the cave's air was
okay. We went up to the upper level and crawled around awhile
and then left. Out of the kindness of Jay's heart we went back to
McCarty's to retrieve my canteen and headed on back to Austin.

DATE: .January 12 & 13, 1974
DESTINATION: Jack L. Finger Ranch
PERSONNEL: Milford Miller, Vince Orozco, Jack
Thompson, Steve Essick, Glenn Darilek,
Chuck Stuehm, Richard & Dottie Paine, Dale
Miller
REPORTED BY: Dale Miller
We dug in a creek bed where the cave was supposed to be
reached a depth of 12 feet by the time we found so lid rock with
a crack in it. A return trip is planned .
~n d

DATE: January 13, 1974
DESTINATION: Morales Ranch
PERSONNEL: Certain AAC Cavers
REPORTED BY: Mary Matejka
On the morn of the 13th an unbeatable group of cavers (and
one novice) left for caves unknown . With a groggy three-hour
drive under our belts we arrived at the Morales Ranch. The two
owners were fantastically friendly. Mr. Rudy Morales and his wife
accompanied the intrepid group into the first cave, Morales Bat
Cave . The entrance was an eight foot pit, easily chi mnied . Once
inside, a passageway led into a big dome room. The floor was
pil ed with breakdown and guano . Dottie checked out all the pits
in the main room . "One", she declared, "was pretty easy if you're
good at the splits." Richard checked out the drop at the end of
the chamber. It was about 30 feet down, half slope, half freefall.
At the bottom were several deadend passages, one that dropped an ,
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additional 25 feet. Steve and Richard rappelled down both drops.
Falling rocks and guano made the trip bar.k up interesting.
On the other side of the pit was a medium sized passageway.
Bill inched along a hairy ledge to get to it. He reported that it went
back about 65 feet and petered out . There were also a couple of
small pits. Everyone exited and ON!! to the Morales Treasure Cave.
Mr. Rudy Morales gave us a lift out in his pickup truck. The
treasure cave turned out to be a small one . It was possibly inhabited
by a skunk, we didn't want to make absolutely certain . It had one
natural entrance and a dynamited opening thru 15 feet of rock . We
poked around and found alot of cement and goat bones. Those
treasure hunters had NO respect for caves (to put it mildly) . Ste.ve
went back and checked around the entrance. He found a softball
size hole whooshing air . Steve , Richard and Bill dug for about an
hour. They got into a narrow rock crawlway but it was choked
with rich black dirt (washed in from the surface?). Because of the
inconvenience we were causing the owners, we decided to clear out.
Having bundled ourselves back into Chuck's car we headed for
home . Everyone sacked out (including the driver?) but we arrived
safely around 8 p.m.

DATE: February 15-17, 1974
DESTINATION: Sonora Area
PERSONNEL: Mike and Linda Walsh, Brian and
Candy Peterson, Larry and Elaine Williams,
Ed and Ann Jacoby, Bob Finger, Gary Parsons,
Keith ? and Bob Oakley
REPORTED BY: Bob Oakley
Truckin thru Wyatt's cave, Corky's Cave, Ramon's Cave,
Cueva de Oso .
Arrived at our intended location about 9:30p.m. on Friday
to be greeted by a locked gate. A not overly friendly neighboring
rancher unlocked the gate for us . After assuring the resident ranch
hand that we were not the immigration servic.e, we settled in for
the night . Saturday we divided our forces to explore and map the
caves. The team at Corky's cave reported that I would have had a
hard time fitting into that one. Larry Williams, Gary Parsons and
myself went to check out Ramon's cave and I almost stepped on
the resident skunk. The final score was skunk 3, cavers 0. We
were greeted with less than overt enthusiasm upon our return
to camp . When we returned the skunk was not home to play the
game; so I guess we won that round.
Sunday morning the entire herd attacked Wyatt's cave
to map it. Walsh organized the survey and found everyone to be
a super mapper except me, so I was assigned to check all small
leads. We mapped, explored, and took pictures until father time
caught us. That is one complicated cave system with no end in
sight.
We had a small barbeque Saturday for our host and questioned him in regard to cave owner relations in the area . He is
personally enthusiastic toward this group mainly thru the efforts
of Mike Walsh, but many of his neighbors are scared of lawsuits and
outlandish looking city fol~ . One of the bigfest and prettiest caves
in the state is out there and has been closed for some time because
of typical crap pulled by cavers in the past .
We plan to return to the area and finish the mapping in the
immediate future .
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'WhaS cookin' Baby?
by
~~~meld
Okay sweeties. 01' Betty is cold sober (Euell
hid my blanking sauce) and I 'm gonna sock-it-to-ya
with some seio us words.
A great myth exists concerning the best stuff
to eat on the trail. Sometime in the dim recesses
of history, after the refinement of sugar and before
medical research into biochemistry, it was determin ed that sugar was a very good thing to eat for
energy . Even better, for quick energy! The rumor
spread and primarily because of the Swiss, French
and German penchant for delectable chocolates,
candies and pastries the idea that sugar goodies
were good mountain-climbing food came into popular acceptance.
No expedition was property stocked without
an ample supply of candy and chocolate. This
lightweight tasty snack seemed to be the answer to
what to eat when you can't stop to cook and it
seemed to supply the vast amounts of energy
necessary to negotiate the difficult slopes and precipices ,of Europe. The practice spread and seems
to have assumed a solid position in the folklore of
hiking and climbing. This column might continue
with a list of tasty candies, all intended to play the
role of food on the trail, except for one thing, outside of poison, that anyone could possibly eat on
the trail or anywhere else .
Research in recent years has revealed that
the average American stokes his body with over
100 pounds of sugar a year. Reseru:ch has also revealed that sugar is exclusively composed of empty
calories. It has no nutritive value whatsoever! The
body can't use it to rebuild tissue. It has no vitamins to help regulate bodily processes and has been
recently implicated in a host of degenerative maladies such as obesity, diabetes, hyperinsulinism,
high blood pressure, duodinal ulcers , fatty livers,
atherosclerosis, tooth decay, certain forms of cancer and cardiovascular disease. In tests with laboratory animals the lifespan of the animals was reduced 33% by keeping them on a high-sugar diet.
Yet, since the turn of the century sugar consumption has increased over 200%!
Anyone taking the time to read the labels on
food in the supermru·ket will be surprised at how
difficult it is to avoid sugar. Nearly everything has
sugar added to it. Canned so ups and vegetables,
baked beans, pasta, pickles and sauces, hot dogs,
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some prepared meat, peanut butter, dates, crackers, catsup, mustard, chou mein and nearly all
"convenience food". Now, the interesting thing
is that the human body requires absolutely no
table sugar at all! Once into the alimentary canal
sugar is quickly converted into simpler compounds,
primarily fructose and glucose. But, the fact is
that the body can convert any food into glucose,
generally more efficiently than it converts sugar.
Glucose conversion proceeds at the more or less
constant rate of 65% of the food ingested. The
remaining 35% provides the raw material to build
and repair vairous body parts and cells and is used
as a reserve of energy that the body can draw on in
an emergency.
The ingestion of sugar works against these
processes in several ways. The primary problem
occurs when a large dose of sugar in the form of a
candy bar or cola is eaten. The sugar is quickly
converted into glucose (so far the popular conception is correct--sugar does produce a quick rise
in blood sugar). But the greatly elevated blood
sugar triggers the oversupply of insulin whose job
it is to control such matters. The overabundance
of insulin in the blood causes a sharp drop in the
blood sugar below the original level. This requires
even more sugar and the cycle continues until the
body is exhausted from the constantly fluctuating
blood sugar level and the lack of nutrients.
This is obviously not much help on the trail
where the body needs all the nutrition it can get.
So what is one to do? Fortunately many foods
exist which are both nutritious and supply an
abundance of energy. First of all what about
those of us who like to sweeten our coffee or tea?
Use honey. Honey metabolises much more slowly
than sugar and actually contains some nutrients.
Especially unprocessed honey which is unfiltered.
This is as sweet as sugar and a lot tastier because
several different types are available--Clover,
Orange Blossum, Tupelo, etc. There is even a
Hawaiian honey which is packaged in individual
serving packets available at health food stores.
What else can be eaten without trauma to
the bod? Dry roasted peanuts made by Frito-Lay
cost 15 cents for an individual packet. These
taste great and are high in protien and vitamins
as well as carbohydrate energy. Dried "Apple
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Plak_
(and other letters)
I'm agraid there are a few slipups in the Feb.
Fotogram (close-up V.) Now be honest, did Speleo
T. Agnew proofread my article? I can see that you
went to a lot of trouble to rewrite the article. You
get an "A" for effort but only a "B" in execution.
You [did, however,] revise and improve it substantially.
Mike Feltz -Waco

Dear Male Chauvinist Pig Editor,
As a feminine caver and mostly as a human
being, I feel you are a sexist and egotistical MCP.
The drawing on page 15, your cal"toon on page 32
and the "bunnies" ad just about popped my ....
I would like to see some female articles
in the TC and a little less of you.
Anon.- Houston

Sorry about the unchecked typos. Speleo T.
refuses to incriminate himself. Bill Sherborne did
most of the rewrite. The typesetter just about
blew a ribbon with "all them blanlling blank formulas." (Anyone wishing the corrections should
write: Mille Feltz, P. 0 . Box 7770, Waco, Texas

The references to your equal opportunity
editor and your hostile letter are grossly unfair,
unjustified, and unwanted. Your editor is greatly
wounded by these false remarks. Women cavers
are cavers and your editor makes no distinction.
To prove it, I was wondering if any of you broads
would consider posing in the raw for a future
"fold-out".
Editor

7671 0.)

BETTY-Snaks" are stocked in the diet sections of supermarkets. These are super light, delicious, and are
the equivalent of one medium sized apple.
Granola Cookies are now on the market usually at
the diet sections which are made with whole grains
and honey instead of sugar. But perhaps the most
fantastic product of all has been released by
BETTER WAY FOODS CO. This is a natural high
protein snack made up of whole grains, almonds
and seeds. It can be eaten with hot or cold milk
or eaten dry . It is based on an Adelle Davis recipe
and delivers a whopping 22 grams of protein per
cup. That is more protein than an equivalent
amount of hamburger meat. There are many more
foods that are light, require no preparation and
wi ll supply adequate protein and vitamins while
supplying the required energy for an active day.
If you would like to delve further into the world
of biochemistry and nutrition read NUTRITION
AND YOUR MIND by George Watson, SWEET
AND DANGEROUS by John Yudkin, MD, NUTRITION AGAINST DISEASE by Roger Williams
of the University of Texas or any of a raft of
books by Adelle Davis. New foods will be field
tested and will be reviewed in future issues. Until
then remember, "You are what you eat"! Now
where the hell did Euell hide my gin? Mercy
sakes! •
BSC
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I feel I must tell you bluntly that all Sub·
scribers I have heard express an opinion on the
1974 TC agree on two things:
(1) Physical quality is excellent and timelyness
is adequate .
(2) Content is almost nil. (i.e., There is damn
little in it about "caving"!)
I am not casting stones at you--I know exactly
the problems you face ... You won 't loose me as a
subscriber--I'm hooked forever--but watch the new
cavers ... !
Carl Kunath (Editor- 1970) San Angelo

I feel I must bluntly tell all those subscribers
you mentioned to get fornicated. If "they" must
bitch, why don't they tell me direct ? If they are
concerned about "caving" content why don't they
send in such? I do appreciate your letting me !mow.
Editor

•

Coming up in the CAVER:
Caver fiction by Gary Parsons
Carl Kunath comments on photography
A Tour of Enchanted Rock
Underground Poetry
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all GJ!ditofial
One of the outstanding characteristics of cavers, aside from long hair, dirty
fingernails , a wild nature and a zest for adventurous living , is an alleged lack of
ability to communicate. At least a failure to communicate directly. At least with
some ... not all.
The big hassle in TSA politics is an example. The recent comments I have
received (second hand) concerning the CAVER is another. It seems some
cavers get half a story based on half a truth and then get all bent out of shape
moaning and groaning, bitching and griping among friends and fellow cavers,
but rarely taking the problem to the source- never confronting the object of the
problem and rarely taking the trouble to get the full story and the truth. Such
rumor-mongering and half-fast complaining can lead to no constructive end. It
can only create larger problems and cause bruises.
I am addressing myself to a comment made by a now-famous caver at the
BOG party in San Marcos. It took great courage for him to tell me he and all the
people he had talked with felt that the cover of the 74 TEXAS CAVER should
change every month. Well, I was amused and bewildered . The CAVER never
had any intention of using one cover design for the whole year. Whoever got
such an idea? Yet no one ever even asked me about it. No one ever complained
to the guy in charge of covers!
In a recent letter from a friend and influential caver, I was informed that all
the people he talked with were disturbed about the lack of "caving " content in
the 74 TEXAS CAVER. Yet this is the only comment I have received saying
such. No one ever complained to the guy in charge of caving content!
My point is this: accomplishment requires working together. Working together requires good communication. As far as the TEXAS CAVER is concerned, we want a dialogue with the readers . We must have feedback and input
if we are to accomplish anything. If you don't like something , send me a nasty
letter. If you want something changed , help me change it. If you want more
caving content, send me such . I want your opinions. I want your help. I want you
to communicate .
This job is thankless enough as it is. I should not have to anticipate and
worry about things people might be thinking or saying or misinterpreting. As
stated before, my job is to do the best I can , considering I'm not getting paid for
it. The rest is up to you. If you sit around complaining and don't help, then may
your Jumars become inverted.
That, dear readers, is communication ... but that's my opinion.
U!HP8
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